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Concept Of Islamic Culture
Papers presented at the Seminar on Qur??nic Concepts of Human Psyche, held at Islamabad in 1988.
This volume in the highly respected Cambridge History of Science series is devoted to the history of science in the Middle Ages
from the North Atlantic to the Indus Valley. Medieval science was once universally dismissed as non-existent - and sometimes it
still is. This volume reveals the diversity of goals, contexts, and accomplishments in the study of nature during the Middle Ages.
Organized by topic and culture, its essays by distinguished scholars offer the most comprehensive and up-to-date history of
medieval science currently available. Intended to provide a balanced and inclusive treatment of the medieval world, contributors
consider scientific learning and advancement in the cultures associated with the Arabic, Greek, Latin, and Hebrew languages.
Scientists, historians, and other curious readers will all gain a new appreciation for the study of nature during an era that is often
misunderstood.
This book is the result of a collaboration between two authors who share a passion and commitment for coaching. Its aim is to
enthuse readers and provide guidance about the appropriate use of coaching within Islamic culture. The intention is to provide a
culturally relevant coaching framework for use in Islamic context, which allows Muslims to develop in ways that are aligned with
their faith and traditions. The complete coaching framework presented here is called Ershad.
Divine oneness as the principle of beauty is perhaps quintessentially Islamic artistic expression and experience and what it
celebrates. Why has Islamic art evolved as it has, what forms does it take, what is the logic underlying it? What message is the
Muslim artist attempting to convey, what emotion is he seeking to evoke? This work views Islamic art as a subject of archeological
study and treats its evolution as part of the historical study of art in the broader sense. At the same time, it paves the way for an
epistemological shift from viewing Islamic art as a material concept having to do with beautiful rarities and relics that have grown
out of Islamic cultural and artistic creativity, to a theoretical concept associated with a vision, a principle, a theory and a method.
This theo-retical concept provides the intellectual and cultural foundation for a critical philosophical science of Islamic artistic
beauty to which we might refer as ‘the science of Islamic art,’ or ‘the Islamic aesthetic’ that evaluates visual artistic creations in
terms of both beauty and practical usefulness. In the process the study also explores orientalist misconceptions, challenging some
of the premises with which it has approached Islamic art, with judgement rooted in a cultural framework alien to the spiritual
perspective of Islam.
In the Western imagination, Islamic cultures are dominated by dogmatic religious norms that permit no nuance. Those fighting
such stereotypes have countered with a portrait of Islam’s medieval “Golden Age,” marked by rationality, tolerance, and even
proto-secularism. How can we understand Islamic history, culture, and thought beyond this dichotomy? In this magisterial cultural
and intellectual history, Thomas Bauer reconsiders classical and modern Islam by tracing differing attitudes toward ambiguity.
Over a span of many centuries, he explores the tension between one strand that aspires to annihilate all uncertainties and
establish absolute, uncontestable truths and another, competing tendency that looks for ways to live with ambiguity and accept
complexity. Bauer ranges across cultural and linguistic ambiguities, considering premodern Islamic textual and cultural forms from
law to Quranic exegesis to literary genres alongside attitudes toward religious minorities and foreigners. He emphasizes the
relative absence of conflict between religious and secular discourses in classical Islamic culture, which stands in striking contrast
to both present-day fundamentalism and much of European history. Bauer shows how Islam’s encounter with the modern West
and its demand for certainty helped bring about both Islamicist and secular liberal ideologies that in their own ways rejected
ambiguity—and therefore also their own cultural traditions. Awarded the prestigious Leibniz Prize, A Culture of Ambiguity not only
reframes a vast range of Islamic history but also offers an interdisciplinary model for investigating the tolerance of ambiguity
across cultures and eras.
In Islamic Exceptionalism, Brookings Institution scholar and acclaimed author Shadi Hamid offers a novel and provocative
argument on how Islam is, in fact, "exceptional" in how it relates to politics, with profound implications for how we understand the
future of the Middle East. Divides among citizens aren't just about power but are products of fundamental disagreements over the
very nature and purpose of the modern nation state—and the vexing problem of religion’s role in public life. Hamid argues for a
new understanding of how Islam and Islamism shape politics by examining different models of reckoning with the problem of
religion and state, including the terrifying—and alarmingly successful—example of ISIS. With unprecedented access to Islamist
activists and leaders across the region, Hamid offers a panoramic and ambitious interpretation of the region's descent into
violence. Islamic Exceptionalism is a vital contribution to our understanding of Islam's past and present, and its outsized role in
modern politics. We don't have to like it, but we have to understand it—because Islam, as a religion and as an idea, will continue to
be a force that shapes not just the region, but the West as well in the decades to come.
"Islamic Culture: A Study of Cultural Anthropology," illustrates Islamic culture from an anthropological point of view. It shows that
Islam as a way of life relates to all cultural aspects based upon the tradition of its Prophet, Mohammad. for the ?rst time, this study
shows that the Prophet of Islam is the founder of Islamic culture and this culture is not an inherited concept but based upon a
revelation received from God.
Alef Is for Allah is the first groundbreaking study of the emotional space occupied by children in modern Islamic societies. Focusing primarily
on visual representations of children from modern Turkey, Iran, and Pakistan, the book examines these materials to investigate concepts
such as innocence, cuteness, gender, virtue, and devotion, as well as community, nationhood, violence, and sacrifice. In addition to exploring
a subject that has never been studied comparatively before, Alef Is for Allah extends the boundaries of scholarship on emotion, religion, and
visual culture and provides unique insight into Islam as it is lived and experienced in the modern world.
Islam Came On The Scene, With A Message, Philosophy And Code Of Conduct, Perfect By All Means, With Its Advent, The New Faith
Revolutionized The Contemporary World In A Very Short Span Of Time. It Also Brought Along With Its Beliefs And Practices, A New Culture,
Which Gradually Build A New Civilization, Now Known As Islamic Civilization.Islam Has Made A Great Contribution To The Development And
Growth Of Human Civilization, Education And Intellect In Particular And The Whole Society, In General. This Is A Well Known Fact Now That
Muslims Were Leading The World Of Knowledge And Wisdom, When Europe Was Still A Dark Continent, Far Behind In Education And
Science. In The Early Era Of Islam, The Muslims Were In Full Command Of The Science And Technology Of The Times. They Not Only
Unearthed, Adopted And Preserved The Lost Treasure Of The Greek Wisdom, But Also Promoted It To New Heights. Muslim Academics And
Scientists Were Among The Leading Lights Of That Period Of History. They Contributed A Lot To The Growth Of All Branches Of Knowledge,
Be That Philosophy, Logic, Literature, Geography, History, Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics Or Medicine.Islam Is A Scientific And
Progressive Religion. All Its Teachings Have A Scientific And Logical Approach. Islam Directs All Its Followers To Learn, Gain Knowledge
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And Master The Arts And Sciences Of The Contemporary World. Islam, As A Living Faith Stands For Spreading Light And Eliminating
Darkness From The World. They Contributed A Lot To The Growth Of All Branches Of Knowledge And Thus Enriched The New
Civilization.The Birth Of Islam Is A Unique Phenomenon In The Annals Of Mankind, Yet Its Importance Has Not Been Recognized In The
World History. Although Several Encyclopaedic Works Has Been Done, But Very Few Of Them Has Taken Pen To Project Complete Picture
Of The Islamic Culture And Civilization. Our Effort Will Be First And Foremost In This Field.This Series, Unique In Its Presentation, Is Perhaps
First Of Its Kind, To Take All The Great Developments And Changes Over The Centuries. All The Significant Aspects Have Been Covered In
These Volumes. This Multi-Volume Study Is Based On Original (Holy Quran And Traditions) And Other Authentic Sources: Arabic, Persian
And Urdu Books And Manuscripts. For Further Comprehension And Comparative Study, English Books By Muslim Scholars And As Well As
Western Writers Have Also Been Consulted At Length. The Painstaking Research And Thorough Study Of Thousands Of Pages By A Team
Of Scholars Over A Period Of Time, Has Resulted In An Authentic, Comprehensive, Exhaustive, Exclusive Lengthy And Still Interesting
Work, Which, Is Bound To Fill A Big Vacuum In Islamic Studies And As Well As The Treasure Of Knowledge About Culture And
Civilization.Details Of The Volumes:" Concept Of Islamic Culture" Relevance Of Islamic Culture " Social Revolution By Islamic Civilization"
Legal Culture Of Islam" Scientific Culture In Islam" Social Behaviour In Islamic Civilization" Moral Aspects Of Islamic Civilization" Cultural
Impact Of Islam" Ideology Of Culture In Islam" Ethics In Islamic Culture" Judicial Culture In Islam" Business Culture In Islam" Culture Of
Education In Islam" Cultural Heritage Of Islam" Islamic Culture In India" Foundations Of Islamic Culture" Cultural Revolution Of Islam"
Political Culture Of Islam" Academic Culture Of Islam" Intellectual Culture In Islam" Social Aspects Of Islamic Culture" Women S Role In
Islamic Culture" Religious Culture In Islam" Human Aspects Of Islamic Civilization" Culture Of Governance In Islam" Fiscal Culture In Islam"
Family Culture In Islam" Arts In Islamic Civilization" Culture Of Peace In Islam" Impact Of Islam On Indian Culture
"In the course of my research," writes D. Fairchild Ruggles, "I devoured Arabic agricultural manuals from the tenth through the fourteenth
centuries. I love gardening, and in these texts I was able to enter the minds of agriculturalists and botanists of a thousand years ago who
likewise believed it was important and interesting to record all the known ways of propagating olive trees, the various uses of rosemary, and
how best to fertilize a garden bed." Western admirers have long seen the Islamic garden as an earthly reflection of the paradise said to await
the faithful. However, such simplification, Ruggles contends, denies the sophistication and diversity of the art form. Islamic Gardens and
Landscapes immerses the reader in the world of the architects of the great gardens of the Islamic world, from medieval Morocco to
contemporary India. Just as Islamic culture is historically dense, sophisticated, and complex, so too is the history of its built landscapes.
Islamic gardens began from the practical need to organize the surrounding space of human civilization, tame nature, enhance the earth's
yield, and create a legible map on which to distribute natural resources. Ruggles follows the evolution of these early farming efforts to their
aristocratic apex in famous formal gardens of the Alhambra in Spain and the Taj Mahal in Agra. Whether in a humble city home or a royal
courtyard, the garden has several defining characteristics, which Ruggles discusses. Most notable is an enclosed space divided into four
equal parts surrounding a central design element. The traditional Islamic garden is inwardly focused, usually surrounded by buildings or in the
form of a courtyard. Water provides a counterpoint to the portioned green sections. Ranging across poetry, court documents, agronomy
manuals, and early garden representations, and richly illustrated with pictures and site plans, Islamic Gardens and Landscapes is a book of
impressive scope sure to interest scholars and enthusiasts alike.
Topics include the meaning of the term 'Islam'; concept of Islam; peculiarity of Islam; victories of Islam; treatment of prisoners and slaves;
principles of Islamic culture; perception of culture - Muslim sects and their development: specific qualities; and much more.
Koran, commonly called the Alcoran of Mohammed, translated into English immediately from the original Arabic; with explanatory notes,
taken from the most approved commentators. To which is prefixed a preliminary discourse. By George Sale. The first scholarly translation of
the Qur'an into English. Reproduction of 1734 Edition.
This book provides a comprehensive and interdisciplinary exploration of civility and political culture in the Muslim world. The contributions
consider the changing interface between religion and politics throughout Islamic history, and into the present. Extending beyond saturated
approaches of ‘political’ and/or ‘militant’ Islam, this collection captures the complex sociopolitical character of Islam, and identifies tensions
between the political-secular and the sacred-religious in contemporary Muslim life. The alternative conceptual framework to traditional
analyses of secularisation and civility presented across this volume will be of interest to students and scholars across Islamic studies,
religious studies, sociology and political science, civilisation studies, and cultural studies.
This book was written by late Allamah Muhammad Taqi Ja’fari. The author compares and analyzes various definitions and main elements of
culture in different civilizations and countries and regions of the world. The author also highlights main ingredients of Islamic culture and
proves that only Islamic culture is compatible with human nature and advancement and the establishment of a just and progressive human
society.

To meet the care needs of today's diverse patient community, healthcare professionals must learn to care in environments
comprising different worldviews, communication styles and expectations. To meet this challenge, it is essential that they operate
from a solid foundation of knowledge, based on high standards for cultural competence in nursing practice. Cultural Competence
in Caring for Muslim Patients is designed for nurses and allied healthcare professionals. It offers a deeper insight into ways in
which the Islamic faith is intertwined with patient care, and explores approaches with which to effectively address the varying
healthcare requirements of a growing and diverse Muslim community. Following a clear and accessible format, the book discusses
key issues including: • The identity and religious beliefs of Muslims • The ethical dimension in caring • Understanding the Muslim
family system • Health considerations during fasting and pilgrimage (Hajj) What's more, case studies, activities and discussion
questions throughout actively support learning and reflective practices. This insightful guide will prove a valuable asset for any
nurse or healthcare professional looking to develop their understanding of how to deliver culturally compassionate and congruent
care.
Considered the most authoritative single-volume reference work on Islam in the contemporary world, the German-language Der
Islam in der Gegenwart, currently in its fifth edition, offers a wealth of authoritative information on the religious, political, social, and
cultural life of Islamic nations and of Islamic immigrant communities elsewhere. Now, Cornell University Press is making this
invaluable resource accessible to English-language readers. More current than the latest German edition on which it is based,
Islam in the World Today covers a comprehensive array of topics in concise essays by some of the world's leading experts on
Islam, including: • the history of Islam from the earliest years through the twentieth century, with particular attention to Sunni and
Shi'i Islam and Islamic revival movements during the last three centuries; • data on the advance of Islam along with current
population statistics; • Muslim ideas on modern economics, on social order, and on attempts to modernize Islamic law (shari'a)
and apply it in contemporary Muslim societies; • Islam in diaspora, especially the situation in Europe and America; • secularism,
democracy, and human rights; and • women in Islam Twenty-four essays are each devoted to a specific Muslim country or a
country with significant Muslim minorities, spanning Asia, Africa, the Middle East, and the former Soviet Union. Additional essays
illuminate Islamic culture, exploring local traditions; the languages and dialects of Muslim peoples; and art, architecture, and
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literature. Detailed bibliographies and indexes ensure the book's usefulness as a reference work.
Explores the ways that editorial content--from journalism and scholarship to films and infomercials--is developed, presented,
stored, analyzed, and regulated around the world. Provides perspective and context about content, delivery systems, and their
myriad relationships, as well as clearly drawn avenues for further research.
Since 9-11-01, misunderstandings and stereotypical judgments between the West and the Arab states have become increasingly
evident. This clear, useful book blends economics, politics, and history to provide insights into different perspectives of Western
and Arab Cultures regarding globalization, presenting a spectrum of opinions and beliefs on each side, with particular attention to
the psychology of Arab decision-makers. Too many people hold uninformed opinions without understanding the expectations, the
fears, and the concerns of the stakeholders. The Threat of Globalization to Arab Islamic Culture will bring about a more defined
comprehension of the issues involved with globalization.
From the origins of Muhammad's prophetic movement through the development of Islam's principal branches to the establishment
of the Umayyad dynasty, the concept of authority has been central to Islamic civilization. By examining the nature, organization,
and transformation of authority over time, Dabashi conveys both continuities and disruptions inherent in the development of a new
political culture. It is this process, he argues, that accounts for the fundamental patterns of authority in Islam that ultimately
shaped, in dialectical interaction with external historical factors, the course of Islamic civilization. The book begins by examining
the principal characteristics of authority in pre-Islamic Arab society. Dabashi describes the imposition of the Muhammadan
charismatic movement on pre-Islamic Arab culture, tracing the changes it introduced in the fabric of pre-Islamic Arabia. He
examines the continuities and changes that followed, focusing on the concept of authority, and the formation of the Sunnite, Shiite,
and Karajite branches of Islam as political expressions of deep cultural cleavages. For Dabashi, the formation of these branches
was the inevitable outcome of the clash between pre-Islamic patterns of authority and those of the Muhammadan charismatic
movement. In turn, they molded both the unity and the diversity of the emerging Islamic culture. Authority in Islam explains how
this came to be. Dabashi employs Weber's concept of charismatic authority in describing Muhammad and his mode of authority as
both a model and a point of departure. His purpose is not to offer critical verification or opposition to interpretation of historical
events, but to suggest a new approach to the existing literature. The book is an important contribution to political sociology as well
as the study of Islamic culture and civilization. Sociologists, political scientists, and Middle Eastern specialists will find this analysis
of particular value.
Seven Pillars of Wisdom is a memoir of the soldier known as 'Lawrence of Arabia.’ Lawrence is a fascinating and controversial
figure and his talent as a vivid and imaginative writer shines through on every page of his masterpiece. ‘Seven Pillars of Wisdom’
written between 1919 and 1926, is an extraordinary tale of action, politics and adventure. The story describes heroism through
instances of war by a man who not only shaped events but was molded by them. The genre of the book can be related to many
broad subjects like political history, military strategy, pathology or travel story. Lawrence, known as the defender of the empire,
had found war in the Arab world and a long-lasting sideline to the War to End All Wars. This war produced more war during the
time, in which, along with many other eminent writers, Lawrence was also involved. Seven Pillars of Wisdom provides a unique
portrait of this extraordinary man and an insight into the birth of the Arab nation.
In the last two decades of the 20th century, theorising on modernity has entered a new stage. The former dichotomy between an
active West exporting its successful model of modernity on a global scale and passive non-Westerners gratefully implementing this
model in their own societies has been challenged by critical anthropology and postcolonial studies, and further elaborated upon
within social theory. This volume focuses on Europe and the Islamic world as two historically constructed geo-civilisational
domains, and shows that modernity was not achieved in splendid isolation in Europe, but in the tensions and conflicts within the transcultural space between Europe and Islam. The impact of Islam as a complex civilising tradition on the making of Europe, and
vice versa, impinged on the building of political, religious and scientific institutions and discourses. These sustained a continuous
process of drawing, adjusting and transgressing symbolic and geo-political boundaries between the two civilisational realms, from
medieval rivalries to present-day migration-related conflicts. This volume assembles seven contributions by historians and
sociologists covering the whole of the modern era and focusing on the notion of a transcultural space and the discussion of revised
concepts concerning the genesis and shape of modernity. In so doing, they try to escape both the apories of cultural relativism and
the militancy of the - clash of civilizations."

Islam means "peace" and "submission to God." With its ethical system of instruction for a balanced life based on faith
and reason, how did this "religion of peace" come to be feared? After the 9/11 tragedy, Islam was judged by many in the
West to be a hub of terrorism and a threat to world peace. People everywhere voiced concern over its concepts of war
and Jihad. Ashraf traces these and related concepts from their inception in Qur'anic injunctions and the Prophet's
precepts to their current interpretation, evaluating them in their spiritual, moral, juridical, and cultural contexts.
Misunderstandings about Islam lie at the core of much bitterness and violence. With no central authority to definitively
interpret its teachings, misconceptions regarding Islam's ideology of war and peace abound. To label Islam as militant is
to misinterpret jihad as simply a call to war and to ignore its laws governing warfare, which emphasize restraint as far as
possible. Islamic Philosophy of War and Peace explains the spirit of Islam, its mandate for peace, and what the pluralistic
notion of jihad stands for in the hope that clearing up ambiguities will foster peaceful relations between Muslims and the
rest of the world.
Table of Contents: Module A: Mediate a Dispute Negotiate an Agreement Communicate through an Interpreter Brief a
Supported Commander Establish Linkup with Supported Commander Analyze Propaganda Module A Practical Exercises
Mediate a Dispute Negotiate an Agreement Communicate through an Interpreter Brief a Supported Commander
Establish Linkup with Supported Commander Analyze Propaganda Module B: Adjustments to Culture Characteristics and
Components to Culture Comparison of Types of Culture Cultural Elements of Communication Theory Cultural Literacy
and Competency Islamic Culture Islamic History Islamic Religious Divisions Laws and Principles of Human Behavior
Radicalization of Islam Tenets of Islam The Qur’an and other Islam Texts Module B Practical Exercises Adjustments to
Culture Characteristics and Components to Culture Comparison of Types of Culture Cultural Elements of Communication
Theory Cultural Literacy and Competency Islamic Culture Islamic History Islamic Religious Divisions Laws and Principles
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of Human Behavior Radicalization of Islam Tenets of Islam The Qur’an and other Islam Texts Module C: Introduction to
System of Systems Analysis Physical Environment Social System Political System National Security System Economic
System Information System Infrastructure and Technology Module C Practical Exercises Introduction to System of
Systems Analysis Physical Environment Social System Political System National Security System Economic System
Information System Infrastructure and Technology Module D: Gather PSYOP relevant Information Series Development
Target Audience Analysis Develop Supporting PSYOP Objective Develop Product Action Concept Ph IV Design Visual
Product Prototype Design Audio Product Prototype Design Audio Visual Product Prototype Test Products and Actions
Module D Practical Exercises Gather PSYOP relevant Information Series Development Target Audience Analysis
Develop Supporting PSYOP Objective Develop Product Action Concept Ph IV Design Visual Product Prototype Design
Audio Product Prototype Design Audio Visual Product Prototype Test Products and Actions
With a focus on the areas of theory, literature, culture, society and film, this collection of essays examines, questions and
broadens the applicability of Postcolonialism and Islam from a multifaceted and cross-disciplinary perspective. Topics
covered include the relationship between Postcolonialism and Orientalism, theoretical perspectives on Postcolonialism
and Islam, the position of Islam within postcolonial literature, Muslim identity in British and European contexts, and the
role of Islam in colonial and postcolonial cinema in Egypt and India. At a time at which Islam continues to be at the centre
of increasingly heated and frenzied political and academic deliberations, Postcolonialism and Islam offers a framework
around which the debate on Muslims in the modern world can be centred. Transgressing geographical, disciplinary and
theoretical boundaries, this book is an invaluable resource for students of Islamic Studies, Cultural Studies, Sociolgy and
Literature.
Written by scholars from a range of disciplines concerned with the Middle East and Islam (history, religious studies,
anthropology, sociology, political science) and covering the Muslim world extensively (from Malaysia, Turkey, Sudan,
Egypt, and Israel/Palestine to Muslim communities in Europe and the United States), this important contribution to the
debate on globalization sets a standard in dealing with this pervasive force in the field of Islamic and Middle Eastern
studies.
"Historians have traced the traditions of Islamic scholarship back to late antiquity. Muslim scholars were at work as early
as 750 CE/AD, painstakingly copying their commentaries and legal opinions onto scrolls and codices. This venerable
tradition embraced the modern printing press relatively late-movable type was adopted in the Middle East only in the
early nineteenth century. Islamic scholars, however, initially kept their distance from the new technology, and it was not
until the end of the nineteenth century that the first published editions of works of classical religious scholarship began to
appear in print. As the culture of print took root, both popular and scholarly understandings of the Islamic tradition shifted.
Particular religious works were soon read precisely because they were available in printed, published editions. Other
equally erudite works still in scroll and manuscript form, by contrast, languished in the obscurity of manuscript
repositories. The people who selected, edited, and published the new print books on and about Islam exerted a huge
influence on the resulting literary tradition. These unheralded editors determined, essentially, what came to be
understood by the early twentieth century as the classical written "canon" of Islamic thought. Collectively, this relatively
small group of editors who brought Islamic literature into print crucially shaped how Muslim intellectuals, the Muslim
public, and various Islamist movements understood the Islamic intellectual tradition. In this book Ahmed El Shamsy
recounts this sea change, focusing on the Islamic literary culture of Cairo, a hot spot of the infant publishing industry,
from the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries. As El Shamsy argues, the aforementioned editors included some of the
greatest minds in the Muslim world and shared an ambitious intellectual agenda of revival, reform, and identity formation.
This book tells the stories of the most consequential of these editors as well as their relations and intellectual exchanges
with the European orientalists who also contributed to the new Islamic print culture"-The ongoing debate among practitioners and in academia about the meaning and understanding of Islamic architecture
will be energized by this book. It contains essays by architects and academics from various parts of the world which
clarify how the carious disciplines of the design profession can be employed to build in the spirit of Islam. Divided into
three sections the book covers: *meaning from Faith, which draws meaning from the Islamic faith in order to propose a
built environment that is universally beneficial *analysis of History, which examines historical buildings and planning
concepts, and suggest how to apply lessons learned to contemporary practice *contemporary Trends, which discusses
current trends in architecture, education and socio-economic aspects of various Muslim countries. Illustrated throughout,
this book will appeal to students and scholars, practising architects and planners alike.
Perception and Concept of Islamic CultureThe Cambridge History of Science: Volume 2, Medieval ScienceCambridge
University Press
An alternate approach to Islamic art emphasizing literary over historical contexts and reception over production in visual arts and
music.
This book provides non-Muslims with the opportunity to learn about Islam.
The concept of the body is of special importance in Islamic and Arab societies. Much of the daily interaction between peoples in
these societies is related to the strict Islamic division of the universe into different spaces; the "feminine" and "masculine," the
"pure" and the "polluted," the "private" and "public." Fuad I. Khuri explores the different meanings and images related to the body
in Islam and how these permeate religious practices and social attitudes among people, and the numerous ways the body
communicates messages, attitudes and feelings through unspoken language. The concept of the body is of special importance in
Islamic and Arab societies. Much of the daily interaction between peoples in these societies is related to the strict Islamic division
of the universe into different spaces; the "feminine" and "masculine," the "pure" and the "polluted," the "private" and "public." Fuad
I. Khuri explores the different meanings and images related to the body in Islam and how these permeate religious practices and
social attitudes among people, and the numerous ways the body communicates messages, attitudes and feelings through
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unspoken language.
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